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PREP FOR Disruptive Change
D

isruptive change is nothing new, but it’s coming at
an increasingly rapid pace. This puts pressure on
organizations to adapt quickly and continually transform how they operate. Many agencies are finding their
strategies need to change if they want to incorporate innovative, new technologies to help them deliver on their
missions better and faster.
What’s interesting about disruptive change, says Chris
Borneman, Vice President, Software AG Government
Solutions, is several things have to evolve and converge at
the same time in order for it to occur.
Consider Henry Ford for instance. When he launched
the Model T in 1908, automobiles had been out for some
time. It wasn’t until he introduced the moving assembly
line and was able to incorporate other advances such as
new materials and manufacturing processes that the car
really became a hit.
Likewise mobile devices, smartphones and sensors
weren’t initially disruptive when they were introduced.
Now they’re considered game changers. “These technologies have existed, but just like the Model T, when
a couple things evolve and come together, that’s what
drives our disruption and our need for transformation,”
he says. Behaviors and the need to respond quickly can
also be disruptive.
This puts a lot of pressure on “architecture, our design
patterns, very much around our scale,” says Borneman.
Mobile devices, the huge increase in data, and new security demands are challenges agencies are facing.
Most organizations today are managing complex
environments. They’re running different applications
including enterprise and custom applications, managing
one or more data warehouses, and frequently exchange
data with other agencies or partners. Even low impact
applications that have moved to the cloud may still need
to connect to agency back-end systems.
All this has evolved organically and typically supports
a point-to-point architecture, which has its limitations,
says Borneman. Organizations end up spending their
time recoding and repeating the same things over and

over as they add new technologies. This results in more
complexity and higher costs. “In the end, the ability for
us to be innovative and create new ideas gets harder and
harder the more complexity we keep introducing into the
architecture,” he says.
What can agencies do differently? They have to establish the right foundation—a secure digital platform—so
they can be ready to move forward with modernization
and handle disruptive technologies. “There is a pattern
we see and companies that have followed it have been
more successful at it,” he says.
Start with a general connection. Instead of point-to-point
integrations, it’s an ‘integrate once and service many’ approach. Companies that have adopted this approach don’t
have the baggage associated with point-to-point. They’re
able to more easily enhance their technology.
“We’ve been able to take that same technology and take
these events of moving data back and forth and move
it into memory so we can now handle it at speed,” says
Borneman. “We’ve been able to pull in other types of
events—maybe events that we didn’t even generate.” This
could include data from IoT sensors, weather systems,
logistics, supply chains, and media events.
Now it’s easier for agencies to make correlations,
better decisions, and automate tasks. “We’ve been able
to wrap that around a set of APIs,” he says. “If I did this
piecemeal, across many different systems, it would be
very hard to keep up with the N plus one scenario.”
This architecture also supports hybrid cloud environments and helps agencies encapsulate legacy systems to
then modernize them at a later date. Around 75 percent of
an organization’s budget is going toward keeping the lights
on, which leaves a small pool of money available for continuous investments in innovation, says Borneman.
However, because customers have been able to reduce
the number of applications they manage, as well as the
cost and complexity of their infrastructure, they have additional funds for new technology. “Half of the spend (can
now go) to innovation and providing real value back into
the mission and back into the businesses,” he says.

